ABSTRACT. This note is a continuation of the previous work [1, 2, 3] . First 
Re{ (l-u)zf' (z) IfCz)+a(l+zf' (z)/f' (z))}>8.
In [I] , Miller ,, Mocanu and Reade studied the class J(a,0)=Jl(a,0). Liu [2] and we [3] 
is the a-convex Koebe function of order 8 with m-fold symmetry.
Specifically we denote k l(a,8,z) by k(a,8,z).
In order to state our subordination theorem, we shall make use of the following i emma. (i=l,2,
,n, -la,bl), then for PROOF. For a=b, the result is trivial. For ab, we know log(l-bz) log(l-az)
is a convex function. Hence the required result follows from Lemma 2.
This corollary and some of its applications may be found elsewhere [4] . THEOREM I. Let g(z) J(I-2B,B) and Okl, then
In particular, we have
PROOF. First we prove (2.8).
If B=, then (I.I) becomes Re{zg'(z)/g(z)} > -, which gives zg' (z)/g(z)-t/(i-z).
If <-f we know [3] zg' (z)/g(z)<zk' (1-26,B,z)/k(1-28,,z)=I/(l-z).
In both of these cases, we have zg' (z)/g(z) lz/(I-z).
Since z/(l-z) is convex [5] ,
That is, logg(z)-logl/(l-z), which is equivalent to (2.8).
By using Corollary for pl(z)=zg'(z)/g(z), p2(z)=g(z)/z, Xl-X, and k2=l-X we obtain (2.6). The proof is completed. The following subordination is due to Llu [2] .
g' (z)a(g(z)/z)l-,..< (l-z) [2] and [3] respectively. We give an outline of the proof of (2.17). Let Finally, we note a coefficient inequality, which can be deduced from (2.1) and a similar result on J(a,6) given in [2] . a=--+ .m a/(l+2ma), + -m a/(l+2ma) (l+ma)2/((l+2ma) (l-B)).
